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Background and Study Aims Electromyographic (EMG) recordings of the ﬁbularis
longus (FL) and tibialis anterior (TA) muscles were performed intraoperatively during
common ﬁbular nerve (CFN) nerve decompression (ND) in patients with symptomatic
diabetic sensorimotor peripheral neuropathy (DSPN) and clinical nerve compression.
Materials and Methods Forty-six legs in 40 patients underwent surgical ND by external
neurolysis; FL and TA muscles were monitored intraoperatively. Evoked EMGs were
recorded just prior to and within 1 minute after ND.
Results Thirty-eight legs (82.6%) demonstrated EMG improvement 1 minute after ND.
Sixty muscles (31 FL, 29 TA) were monitored, with 44 (73.3%) improving in EMG
amplitude. Mean change in EMG amplitude represented a 73.6% improvement
(p < 0.0001). Changes in EMG amplitudes correlated with visual analog scale pain
improvement (p ¼ 0.03).
Conclusion This is the ﬁrst report of acute changes in objective EMG responses during
ND of CFN in DSPN patients and demonstrates that patients with symptomatic DSPN
and clinical nerve entrapment have latent but functional axons that surgical ND can
improve immediately.

Introduction
An estimated 29.1 million people in the United States have
diabetes, with 1.9 million people diagnosed each year, and an
additional 86 million adults are prediabetic.1 Approximately
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60 to 70% of people with diabetes have some form of
neuropathy,2 and those with diabetic neuropathy are at
higher risk for disease progression leading to gangrene and
amputation. Diabetic neuropathy is the leading cause of
nontraumatic lower limb amputations in adults, with 60%
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of the nontraumatic amputations occurring in adults with
diabetes.1,3 Symptoms of paresthesia, pain, numbness, and
signs of progressive motor weakness substantially degrade
quality of life, despite aggressive medical management.
Surgical nerve decompression (ND) as a treatment for
lower limb complications of diabetic sensorimotor peripheral
neuropathy (DSPN) is sometimes used to treat patients who
have failed other therapies. Many patients ﬁnd it provides
gratifying relief of pain, numbness, and weakness. However,
the lack of class I clinical studies resulted in the Therapeutics
and Technology Assessment Subcommittee of the American
Academy of Neurology rating this procedure as unproven
(level U),4 which was followed by the same rating of unproven
in a Cochrane report.5 One of the critiques in these reports
was a lack of objective clinical outcome data. To address this,
intraoperative nerve monitoring during ND surgery was
incorporated into the clinical podiatric practice of one of
the authors (J.C.A.), initially as an operative safety measure.
However, the nerve monitoring provided interesting and
unexpected results, namely an acute improvement in electromyographic (EMG) recordings in the target muscles of the
decompressed nerves. An analysis of the EMG data was
performed as a retrospective study, and the results are
reported here.

incisions, activity levels, and evaluate progress. Any adverse
events were documented at each visit, and the VAS forms
were completed by the patient at the 3-month follow-up.

Surgical Procedure
The operative protocol speciﬁes outpatient external decompression of the CFN using the methods described by Dellon6 with the
patients awake but receiving intravenous sedation (propofol)
and analgesia (morphine). Subcutaneous injection of 1% xylocaine with epinephrine (0.001%) 5 cm proximal to the 3- to 4-cm
skin incision generated a supplemental local ﬁeld block. These
injections did not affect the ability to record electromyographic
(EMG) signals from the ﬁbularis longus (FL) and tibialis anterior
(TA) muscle (►Fig. 1 shows the orientation of the CFN). Tourniquets were not used. Typically, a procedure treated two to seven
nerves (CFN, tibial nerve at the tarsal tunnel, medial and lateral
plantar nerves, medial calcaneal nerve, superﬁcial and deep
ﬁbular nerves). However, only the EMG results for muscles
innervated by the CFN are presented in this report.
Bilateral surgeries were staged, treating the leg with the
dominant symptoms ﬁrst. Six patients had both legs treated
with a mean time between surgeries of 4.9 months (range:
1.5–10 months).

Intraoperative Nerve Monitoring

Materials and Methods
This retrospective study analyzed data collected by J.C.A. at
the Anderson Podiatry Center for Neuropathy. The protocol
was approved by the Poudre Valley Health System institutional review board (IRB) (now the University of Colorado
Health – Poudre Valley Hospital IRB). Consent was obtained
for the surgery from each of the subjects, and a retrospective
IRB approval was obtained for analyzing their data in this
study. Forty consecutive patients with common ﬁbular nerve
(CFN) decompression surgery and intraoperative nerve monitoring from June 6, 2007, to April 13, 2011, were included in
the study.

Electrically evoked EMG signals were recorded during the
surgical procedure with the NIM-Response v.2.0 Nerve Integrity
Monitor (Medtronic, Jacksonville, Florida, United States) according to its indication for use. Although this is technically a motor

Patient Screening
DSPN was established by patient history of a diabetes diagnosis, current use of antidiabetic drugs, one-point sensibility
changes, and symptoms of burning, tingling, numbness, leg
weakness, or dysesthesias on the neuropathy questionnaire
in the absence of other neuropathic diagnoses. As part of the
presurgery assessment, patient rating of neuropathic symptoms (pain, burning, numbness, tingling, weakness, and
balance) were obtained using a visual analog scale (VAS)
that ranged from zero (no perceived symptoms or
impairment) to 10 (worst possible symptoms or impairment).
Indications for ND surgery were diabetes with painful
neuropathy, adequate circulation based on pedal pulses and
capillary reﬁll time, an abnormal neurologic sensibility examination, and a positive Tinel percussion sign on the CFN at
the ﬁbular neck suggesting entrapment.
Follow-up was at 3, 6, and 12 months. Patients were seen 4
to 7 days after surgery to remove and reapply bandages, at 2
to 4 weeks for removing sutures, and at 4 to 8 weeks to check
Journal of Neurological Surgery—Part A

Fig. 1 The common ﬁbular nerve of the right leg shown exiting the
popliteal fossa and diving into the ﬁbular tunnel deep to the ﬁbularis
longus muscle (with permission from Bodyworlds, (http://www.
bodyworlds.com/en.html.)
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evoked potential, we refer to it as EMG, which is commonly used
in the intraoperative nerve monitoring literature. The CFN was
stimulated with a monopolar stimulating probe (Prass, Medtronic) directly on the nerve (4Hz, monophasic, 250 µsec pulse
width). For EMGs recorded prior to surgical decompression, the
stimulus current was increased until at least a 1,000 µV EMG
signal was evoked from the FL or TA, or until a maximum of a
30 mA stimulus current was reached.
The CFN was initially identiﬁed in the subcutaneous tissue
incision by suprafascial stimulation 4 to 5 cm proximal to the
ﬁbular neck. Baseline EMGs were generated by direct application of the stimulus probe to the epineurium through a
0.5-cm fascial window. Post-decompression EMG responses
were produced by direct nerve stimulation using identical
stimulus parameters (current, pulse width, and frequency)
applied to the same location on the nerve.
Bipolar subcutaneous needle electrodes were placed in
two CFN innervated muscles, the TA lateral to the tibial shaft
8 cm distal to the tibial tuberosity and the FL posterolateral to
the ﬁbular shaft 6 cm distal to the ﬁbular head. The ground
electrode was placed between the stimulation site and stimulus return (anode) sites as shown in ►Fig. 2.
Baseline EMG was recorded from TA and FL muscles before
ND, then again after external neurolysis by the careful division of
all fascia, muscle, ﬁbrous tissue, septal structures, and vessels
impinging on the CFN nerve trunk. It is not unusual to see an
indentation of the CFN immediately after decompression
(►Fig. 3) that dissipates shortly afterward. We take this as
additional evidence supporting the hypothesis by Dellon that
nerve impingement was present. Careful circumferential CFN
inspection at the conclusion of the ND visually veriﬁed its
freedom from impingement and restrictions before the postND EMG was measured.

Statistical Procedures
Values from the TA and FL muscles were pooled for analysis
because we did not have an a priori goal of comparing

Fig. 2 Recording electrode placement. The tibialis anterior muscle
electrodes were placed # 8 cm distal to the tibial tuberosity, and those
for the ﬁbular longus muscle # 6 cm distal to the ﬁbular head. The
ground was positioned between the recording and stimulus return
electrodes to minimize stimulus artifact in the electromyograms.
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outcomes between muscles and for expediency during surgery, the muscle or muscles that displayed a reliable, good
quality EMG signal (as judged intraoperatively by the surgeon) was focused on for the subsequent measures. Thus we
did not choose systematically which muscle would provide
the eventual EMG values for analysis.
The pre- and post-release EMG amplitude values (pre and
post, respectively) were compared using the t test to determine
statistical signiﬁcance. Values are expressed as mean plus or
minus standard deviation in the text and mean plus or minus
standard error of the mean in the ﬁgures. The t tests (paired,
two-tailed) were used to determine signiﬁcance in EMG
changes after decompression (e.g., same samples pre versus
post treatment, where an improvement was being evaluated).
The effect of CFN decompression on EMG was expressed two
ways; normalized EMG responses ¼ post/pre, and percentage
EMG change ¼ ((post-pre)/pre) " 100. Asterisks were used in
the ﬁgures to indicate statistical signiﬁcance (p < 0.05).

Results
Patient Data
Forty patients (18 female) underwent CFN decompression
surgery on 46 lower limbs. The EMGs of 60 muscles (31 FL, 29
TA) were analyzed. ►Table 1 lists the patient data. All patients
had a history of diabetes, 7 patients with type I and 31
patients with type II diabetes. ►Table 2 breaks down the
disease distribution, duration, and A1c levels.

Overall Results
Of the 46 legs treated, 38 (82.6%) demonstrated improved
EMG in at least one of the two muscles. In the 14 legs with
both muscles analyzed, 6 (42.9%) showed improvement in
both muscles, 7 (50.5%) had one muscle improve, and in 1 leg
(7.1%) neither muscle improved. In the remaining 32 legs
with one muscle analyzed, 25 (78.1%) showed an improved

Fig. 3 Example of common ﬁbular nerve impingement. This photograph was taken immediately after releasing the nerve. An indentation
can be seen (between the dotted lines) where the nerve entered the
ﬁbular tunnel. It was being compressed by the anterior compartment
fascia, whose cut collagen ﬁbers are seen in cross section at the
bottom of the ﬁgure. The free margin of this intact fascia forms the
entrance to the ﬁbular tunnel. The indentation typically dissipates
within 1 minute of releasing the nerve.
Journal of Neurological Surgery—Part A
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Table 1 Subject data
Parameters

Table 2 Patient disease data
Value

Range

Parameters

Value

Patients

40

Type I diabetes

7

Male

22

Male

6
a

1

Female

18

Female

Legs treated

46

Type II diabetes

31

Male

26

Male

16

11 right, 15 left

%

Female

20

6 right, 14 left

Female

Muscles
measured

60

FL 31, TA 29

Mean disease duration, y

Male

32

FL 17, TA 15

Female

28

FL 14, TA 14

Mean age, y
Male
Female
Mean weight, kg
Male
Female
Mean height,
inches
Male
Female
Mean BMI
Male
Female
BMI levelsa

Male

64.8 $ 9.7

65.6 $ 10.2
64.0 $ 9.3

95.7 $ 24.2

44–83
48–83
54.5–163.6
68.2–163.6

68.4 $ 4.4

60–77

71.2 $ 3.1
64.7 $ 2.7

54.5–131.8

65–77
60–72

31.4 $ 6.4

20.0–48.3

30.9 $ 7.9

20.0–48.3

31.7 $ 5.1

24.2–42.7

< 30/30–39/ > 40

All

17/19/4

Male

7/13/2

Female

10/6/2

Male

44–82

105.4 $ 21.0
83.9 $ 22.9

Female
Mean A1c

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index; FL, ﬁbularis longus; TA, tibialis
anterior.
Averaged data are shown as mean plus or minus standard deviation.
a
Normal, class I; overweight, class II; obesity, class III.

EMG. In total, 73.3% (44 of 60) of the muscles in the study
showed improved EMGs. ►Table 3 lists the results by leg and
by muscle across the subject population.
There were two adverse events (AEs): one patient reported
a slight loss of strength in the leg muscles, which was
unconﬁrmed by examination. In another patient, dehiscence
at one of the three incisions (CFN, deep ﬁbular nerve, and
tarsal tunnel) occurred. It was not recorded which incision
was involved, but because we cannot rule out the CFN
incision, we are including it as an AE. There were no serious
AEs (i.e., death, myocardial infarct, or stroke), no unanticipated AEs, no AEs requiring intervention, and no AEs related to
the NIM.

Female
a

When each muscle is plotted by its pre versus post EMG
amplitudes (µV), its response to the decompression can be
Journal of Neurological Surgery—Part A

15
12.6 $ 11.3

13.5 $ 12.4
10.9 $ 9.0

1–62
1–62
2–30

7.0 $ 1.2

4.7–10.9

6.8 $ 1.0

5.5–8.8

7.1 $ 1.4

4.7–10.9

Data on type of diabetes were missing for two female patients.

visualized (►Fig. 4A). If a muscle’s pre and post EMG values
are equal (i.e., no change), its value will lie on the dotted
diagonal line (slope ¼ 1.0).
Muscles that improved after the decompression lie above
the diagonal, and those that declined lie below it. Forty-four
muscles (73.3%) improved, and 16 (26.7%) dropped in value.
The linear regression of the points shows a negative correlation, where muscles with low pre EMG values were more
likely to show an improvement than those with high pre EMG
values. Although the correlation coefﬁcient (R2) of the regression is too low to signify a good ﬁt, the p values of the slope
(p ¼ 0.005) and y-intercept (p < 0.0001), and the F-signiﬁcance (F ¼ 0.006) indicate that the probability that the

Table 3 Leg-centric and muscle-centric results
Parameters

n

Improved (%)

Legs treated

46

38 (82.6)

Legs with both muscles analyzed

14

13 (92.9)

Both muscles improved

6 (42.9)

One muscle improved

7 (50.0)

Neither improved

1 (7.1)

Legs with one muscle analyzed
Muscles analyzed

32

25 (78.1)

60

44 (73.3)

Male

32

26 (81.3)

Female

28

18 (64.3)

Fibularis longus muscle

31

24 (77.4)

Male

17

13 (76.5)

Female

14

11 (78.6)

Tibialis anterior muscle

Pre- versus Post-Decompression EMG Results

Range

29

20 (69.0)

Male

15

13 (86.7)

Female

14

7 (50.0)
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Fig. 5 Pre- versus post-decompression electromyographic (EMG)
results. Pre versus post EMG amplitudes for all 60 muscles (ﬁbularis
longus [FL] and tibialis anterior [TA] muscles combined). There was a
signiﬁcant difference (indicated by an asterisk in this and the remaining bar graphs) when compared with the t test.

Fig. 4 Pre- versus post-decompression electromyographic (EMG)
amplitudes. (A) Each muscle is plotted as its pre versus post EMG
amplitude. Muscles with an increase in amplitude lie above the dotted
diagonal (slope ¼ 1.0, “No change”); those that declined lie below the
diagonal. The regression suggests a negative correlation (i.e., it
converges with the diagonal; slope ¼ 0.56 versus 1.0), which can be
seen more clearly in B. (B) Each muscle’s pre EMG amplitude is plotted
against its normalized post EMG amplitude. The horizontal line at 1.0
(null value) indicates no change in response; a value of 10 represents a
10-fold increase. Values above the null line indicate increased post EMG
signals, and those below the line represent a drop in signal. Here the
regression more clearly shows a negative slope, suggesting a negative
correlation between the pre and post values.

regression slope was obtained by chance is low. The negative
correlation can be more readily seen in ►Fig. 4B, where the
pre EMG amplitudes are plotted against the normalized post
EMG values. In the normalized plot, the null line at 1.0 on the
ordinate represents no change, a value at 2.0 represents a
2-fold increase, and 0.1 indicates a 10-fold drop. A log-log plot
was used to better visualize the low values across ﬁve orders
of magnitude in each axis. The negative slope of the
regression (& 0.51) is clearer, and the scatter plot pattern
indicates that the post EMG amplitudes were greater when
the pre EMG values were smaller. As in ►Fig. 4A, the regression ﬁt is poor (R2 ¼ 0.09), but the p values for the slope
(p ¼ 0.02), y-intercept (p ¼ 0.017), and the F-signiﬁcance
(F ¼ 0.02) indicate that the slope was not obtained by chance.
The t tests were performed to determine if the improvements seen in the muscles were signiﬁcant. ►Fig. 5 shows the
combined EMG results for FL and TA. There was a signiﬁcant
improvement. The mean post EMG amplitudes (5238µV
$ 4225µV) were signiﬁcantly higher than the mean pre
values (3017µV $ 2739µV; p < 0.001) across all muscles.

The mean change in EMG amplitude was 2221 $ 4120µV
ranging from & 7,850 µV to þ 13,216 µV. The change in
amplitude represents a 73.6% increase in response.

Visual Analog Scale
The VAS survey was the only subjective data collected in this
study. There was a signiﬁcant drop in each of the VAS scores
after the surgery except “Activity” and “Sleep” (►Fig. 6A). The
average drop in score was & 2.3 points (range: & 0.6 to
& 3.2). We selected & 2 or lower as the minimal clinically
important difference based on VAS studies on rotator cuff
disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and knee and hip
osteoarthritis.7–9 ►Table 4 lists the data for the graph
in ►Fig. 6A .
Correlations were computed between the changes in the
EMG responses and changes in the VAS scores for each of the
categories. The only category to show a correlation was the
VAS pain scores (►Fig. 6B). There was a positive correlation,
with greater reduction (i.e., improvements) in VAS scores
associated with increasing EMG changes. The slope of the
regression was & 0.07, with the slope (p ¼ 0.029), y-intercept (p ¼ 0.003), and signiﬁcance of F (F ¼ 0.03) all showing
signiﬁcance.

Fascicle Topography
Stimulating the different surfaces of the CFN allowed us to
map the topography of the fascicles innervating the TA and FL
(data not shown). The CFN is running inferoanterior at the
ﬁbular neck. The TA responded best when we stimulated the
superoanterior aspect of the nerve, while the FL responded
best to inferoposterior stimulation.

Effect of Surgeon Experience
Clinical studies often show an improvement over time by the
investigators, either by increased familiarity of the device
Journal of Neurological Surgery—Part A
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(R2 ¼ 0.1); however, the slope was signiﬁcant at p ¼ 0.018, as
was the y-intercept (p ¼ 0.017), and signiﬁcance of F
(F ¼ 0.018).

Discussion

Fig. 6 Improvements in visual analog scale (VAS) scores after surgery.
(A) Each VAS category shows the pre and post scores, with decreases
indicating improvements. Each of the VAS categories showed clinically
signiﬁcant reduction of > 1.5 units, except for the “Activity” and
“Sleep” categories. (B) There was a signiﬁcant correlation between
changes in electromyographic (EMG) amplitudes and changes in VAS
pain scores. The VAS scores improved more with increasing EMG
improvements.

being studied or of the surgical procedure. In this study, the
surgeon (J.A.) and his staff were new to the NIM v.2.0 at the
beginning of the study. Because of the high level of EMG
improvement (82.6% of the treated legs showed a mean 73.6%
improvement in EMG) in the study, we wanted to determine if
experience with the device or surgical procedure was a factor
in the results. Normalized changes in EMG were plotted
chronologically over the course of the study. ►Fig. 7 suggests
little to no bias during the study period (46 months), with the
slope of the regression being slightly negative and close to
zero (& 0.01). In ►Fig. 7 the ﬁt for the regression was low

To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst report using EMG to assess
the changes in neuromuscular function immediately after
nerve decompression (ND) in diabetic neuropathy patients.
The noteworthy ﬁnding of this study was that surgical
decompression of the CFN in patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy and nerve compression in most cases acutely
increased, in some cases dramatically, the amplitude of
electrically evoked EMG potentials measured intraoperatively from the FL and TA muscles. Several studies on decompression in patients with DSPN and nerve compression have
reported improvements in pain reduction, sensation, balance,
strength, and even reduction in skin ulcer and
amputation.10–19
Other than the VAS scores, the results reported in this
study were quantitative and objective. Both pre- and postdecompression EMG measurements were taken with the
patient under sedation during the surgery. Typically, the
time separating the pre and post measurements was 5 to 10
minutes. When the pre recordings were taken, the CFN was
already exposed proximal to the site of impingement, so all
that separated the pre and post recordings was the release
of the compression (i.e., 5–10 minutes). Thus not only were
the post EMG measurements taken very shortly after the
decompression, but also fairly soon after the pre recordings. This suggests that the mechanism of the improvement
was due not to changes in synaptic density or strength,
circuitry, the target muscles, or metabolic neuropathology,
but mainly to mechanical release of the compression
around the nerve and its vasa nervorum. It should be noted
that we do not interpret the results to mean that the
metabolic pathologies are insigniﬁcant or are treated or
affected in any way by the decompression. This is consistent
with Dellon’s hypothesis, that the symptoms of diabetic
peripheral neuropathy are multifactorial and due at least in
part to focal compression at speciﬁc anatomical tunnels in
this subset of patients.11

Table 4 Summary of visual analog scale data
VAS category

n

Mean pre VAS

Mean post VAS

Mean point change

Meets MCID

Pain

37

4.9 $ 4.4

2.4 $ 2.9

& 2.5 $ 3.2

þ

& 2.9 $ 3.2

þ

Burning

36

Numbness

37

Tingling

37

Weakness

36

Balance

35

Activity

34

Sleep

31

5.2 $ 4.0

6.4 $ 3.3

5.5 $ 3.5

5.7 $ 3.8
6.7 $ 3.2

2.3 $ 0.9

2.1 $ 1.8

2.1 $ 2.7

3.5 $ 2.6

3.2 $ 3.0

3.2 $ 2.8

3.5 $ 3.2

1.6 $ 0.8

1.3 $ 1.2

Abbreviations: MCID, minimal clinically important difference; VAS, visual analog scale.
Journal of Neurological Surgery—Part A

& 3.1 $ 3.5

þ

& 2.3 $ 2.9

þ

& 3.2 $ 3.5

þ

& 2.6 $ 3.2

& 0.6 $ 0.9

& 0.8 $ 1.2

þ
&
&
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Fig. 7 Effect of surgeon experience. Normalized electromyographic
(EMG) responses are plotted chronologically over the duration of the
study to assess the effect of investigator experience on the study
results. There was no indication that EMG outcomes improved with
surgeon experience.

This report is consistent with previous studies that showed
signiﬁcant improvement in pain and sensibility measures in
most cases.18,20–22 Of the 46 legs treated in this study, 38
(82.6%) demonstrated improvement in EMG amplitude, with
73.3% of the muscles (44 of 60) showing signiﬁcant improvement. When averaged across all muscles, the level of improvement was 73.6%, and was signiﬁcant (p < 0.001; ►Fig. 5).
Because this was a retrospective study, it was not designed
or powered to determine efﬁcacy or trending. That said, the
results do provide some insight to possible mechanisms of the
therapy and suggest which patients would beneﬁt most by
the surgery. The negative regression lines slopes of ►Fig. 4
suggest that patients with low pre EMG values beneﬁt more
than those with high pre EMG values. One interpretation is
that patients with low pre values have more room to improve
(i.e., they are not as close to the maximum level of nerve
function). Alternatively, low pre values could reﬂect neuropathy at a more advanced stage, where acute improvement
might be less likely. Although this study cannot prove either
interpretation, it does suggest that in properly selected
patients, even those with progressive symptomatic disease
who have failed other therapies, dramatic objective improvement in neuromuscular function can occur within minutes of
the release. Furthermore, in this patient sample, those with
low neuromuscular function going into the surgery are likely
to experience greater beneﬁt.

Interpretation of EMG Changes
We are careful to call the EMG response improvement rather
than recovery because the nerves will continue to improve to
some extent over time, and the surgery does not treat diabetic
metabolic neuropathy. For these patients the metabolic neuropathy remains and is likely to continue to progress. However, the EMG results are objective and consistent with the
subjective improvements reported previously.11,19,23–27
The acute and sometimes substantial improvement in
EMG amplitude shown in this study is somewhat unexpected
given that these patients had both diabetic neuropathy and
presumed chronic impingement. Further, the improvement
was seen in all age groups and disease duration. Wallerian
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degeneration is well documented in the clinical and basic
science literature in subjects with these conditions.28–30 It
would have been less surprising to see no immediate effect
after the decompression, but rather a slow improvement over
weeks, months, and years as the axons remyelinate and in
some cases grow back to their targets. Although the mechanism of this rapid improvement is unknown, what this study
revealed is that a portion of the axons in the CFN are latent but
still viable, and they are capable of rapidly improved activity
after release of the impingement. These results also indicate
that at least for the rapidly improving axons, a large part of
the cause for dysfunction was impingement because all that
was done to elicit the improvement was to decompress the
nerve.
A subjective clinical parallel has been observed. Dellon
reported rapid improvement of sensibility and comfort after
ND.21 Postoperatively many of his patients have mild dysesthesia or hyperesthesia and withdraw when subjected to light
touch and rubbing of the feet in the recovery room, although
having been numb preoperatively.
Although 73.3% of the muscles showed varying degrees of
improvement in EMG, the remaining 26.7% showed a decline
in EMG amplitude. Several scenarios are consistent with a
drop in function following ND including iatrogenic nerve
injury, misdiagnosis, tourniquet-induced ischemia, and local
anesthesia administration proximal to the treatment site.
Iatrogenic nerve injury cannot be ruled out. However, in
some of the cases where EMG signals dropped, it was noted
that motor and sensory improvements were seen in the
recovery room as soon as the patient recovered from anesthesia. We do know that none of these patients demonstrated
greater clinical weakness at ﬁrst follow-up visit, even if their
EMG declined ( 95% post-ND.
One explanation for this apparent dichotomy is the use of
ﬁxed bipolar needle recording electrodes. These electrodes
consist of two needles separated by 2.5 mm on a ﬁxed hub.
The needles are also insulated except for the distal 5 mm. The
2.5-mm separation and 5-mm exposed tip were designed for
the much smaller muscles of the head and neck where they
have been used effectively for > 20 years. However, these
electrodes sample a small percentage of muscle ﬁbers in the
much larger TA and FL muscles. If ND affects some nerve
fascicles more than others, the result will be differential
improvement across the muscle fascicles in a topographic
fashion that could be missed if the needles happen to be
placed in the wrong portion of the muscle. Most neurophysiologic recording systems (including the NIM) use differential
ampliﬁers that amplify the difference in voltage recorded by
the two electrodes. Using noninsulated needles and increasing the interelectrode distance to 1.0–2.0 cm would sample a
larger volume of the muscle and provide a better functional
assessment of the entire muscle. We are now using this
approach in all decompression surgeries.
Another possible cause of a small or no EMG improvement
is placing the needle electrodes across the innervation zone
(IZ) of the muscle (i.e., the site of the muscle’s neuromuscular
junctions). It is well documented that muscle action potentials propagate away from the IZ in the proximal and distal
Journal of Neurological Surgery—Part A
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directions. Placing bipolar electrodes across the muscle’s IZ
will minimize the signal because the diverging action potentials tend to cancel each other.31–34 The IZ for each muscle
varies across subjects34 but tends to be located in the longitudinal center or belly of the muscle, which is where the
needles were placed in this study. It is better to place the
electrodes in either the proximal or distal one third of the
muscle, which is what we currently do.
Misdiagnosis during patient screening would also explain
the cases with no improvement. One of the key signs in
determining who might beneﬁt from the surgery is a positive
Tinel sign.13,26,35 A positive sign indicates both a dysfunction
as well as some residual function in the tested nerve (i.e.,
tapping a nonfunctioning nerve will not generate paresthesia
or pain). It is possible that the neuropathy and/or nerve
compression was severe enough that rapid improvement
was not possible or irreversible damage had occurred. However, because each of the patients in this study had a positive
Tinel sign as part of their screening, it is unlikely that this was
the case. Although misdiagnosis could have resulted in no
improvement, it does not explain a drop in EMG.
Ischemia of the nerve or muscle due to prolonged tourniquet effect is a possible cause of a drop in EMG function.
However, this can be ruled out in this study because the
tourniquet was not used.
The patients were sedated but not under general anesthesia. To minimize discomfort, local anesthesia was injected
5 cm proximal to the CFN surgical ﬁeld. Lidocaine diffusion to
the decompression site could explain any of the three possible
outcomes: a drop, an increase, or no change in post EMG,
depending on when it reaches the treatment site. If it reaches
the release site prior to the pre recordings, a small EMG signal
would be seen along with little to no improvement after the
release. If the anesthesia reached the ﬁeld between the pre
and post recordings, a drop in EMG would be expected. If it
diffused to the treatment site prior to the pre recording and
dissipated before the post recording, an increase in EMG
could occur. We cannot rule out these possibilities, but it
seems unlikely that lidocaine would have a differential effect
at the treatment site in the 5 to 10 minutes between the pre
and post recordings. Further, if the anesthetic had diffused to
the site prior the pre recordings, a blocked nerve would have
been more likely than a partially blocked nerve and no EMG
signal would have been recorded. This has not happened in
any of the cases.
Modiﬁcations of the clinical treatment protocol could
resolve several issues. Using general anesthesia would eliminate the question of whether local anesthesia affects the
results. Using the standard neurophysiologic procedure of
1.5 to 2 times threshold stimulus intensity would also help.
The phase II study, which is currently under way, is using a
“saturation” stimulus level, indicating activation of all fascicles within the nerve, for both pre and post recordings,
which will help in interpreting the results.
We are aware that Macaré van Maurik et al published a
report36 concluding that, by their methods, “decompression
of nerves of the lower extremity in patients with painful
diabetic polyneuropathy has no beneﬁcial effect on nerve
Journal of Neurological Surgery—Part A

conduction study variables 12 months after surgery.” Interestingly, their subjects in this level 1 study did show signiﬁcant reduction in pain.36 Although these ﬁndings are
informative to the literature in this area, a direct comparison
with our present results is not appropriate. That study
measured muscle response to surface stimulation and apparently used surface recordings of muscle responses, with the
contralateral limb serving as a within-subject control. Their
methods and time frame differ signiﬁcantly from ours because the NIM protocol uses direct stimulation of nerve trunk
and needle electrodes to directly record muscle evoked
response during the operative procedure. Their result disagrees with our intraoperative ﬁndings using the NIM as well
as those of Dellon,11 and the signiﬁcant NCV recovery found
by Zhang et al at 3 months, Zhong et al at 18 months, and Liao
et al at 2 years.18,19,22 It may be that sensitivity of the Macaré
van Maurik method differs enough to explain the discrepancy
or that the intraoperative result we see is not maintained or
measurable by their method at 12 months. This is certainly a
topic of interest to be further investigated.
Much work has been reported on the changes in nerve
membrane ion channel expression as a result of nerve injury.
Earlier work demonstrated continuous conduction across
demyelinated portions of axons,37–40 and that there was an
inward membrane current at these regions.41 Anatomical
studies provided evidence for increases in voltage-gated
Naþ (Nav) channel density in the internode regions of axons
after chronic demyelination.42–44 More recently much has
been published on injury-induced expression of voltagegated ion channels in neuropathic pain including Nav,45–52
Ca2þ, 53–58 and Kþ 59,60 channels. Interestingly, it has been
shown that ventral root transection can cause upregulation of
Nav1.3 and Nav1.8 in dorsal root ganglia neurons, bilaterally.61 Most of this research has focused on sensory axons and
pain mechanisms; while fewer studied motor ﬁbers,38,41,62
and none of those reports looked for injury-induced ion
channel expression. We have not found any report showing
changes in ion channel expression in motor ﬁbers. However,
given the strong evidence in sensory ﬁbers, it would be
interesting to suggest that similar changes occur in chronically entrapped and demyelinated motor ﬁbers. Increased
density of Nav along the demyelinated portion of the axon,
decrease in demyelinated axon diameter, ischemia-induced
blockage of the Naþ/Kþ ATPase, and shortening of the internodes proximal to the demyelination sites have all been
reported,44 and they could in part explain the rapid improvement in evoked EMG responses once the compression on the
axon is removed.

Fascicle Topography
Our topographic observations are consistent with the
results of Sunderland and Ray, and differ by 90 degrees
with the results of Kudoh and Sakai and Gustafson et al,
who each describe the deep ﬁbular nerve (DFN) and
superﬁcial ﬁbular nerve (SFN) fascicles as lateral and
medial, respectively. 63–65 It is likely that the fascicles
experiencing the most compression at the ﬁbular tunnel
ostium would be either adjacent to the roof of the ostium

Nerve Decompression for Symptomatic DSPN
(created by the anterior compartment fascia as shown
in ►Fig. 3) or the neck of the ﬁbula as shown in ►Fig. 3.
The electrophysiologic results suggest that the SFN and DFN
fascicles, being superoanterior and inferoposterior, respectively, within the CFN, would undergo similar compression
at the tunnel. Although this might be the case with a static
lower limb, with ﬂexion and extension of the knee in an
active subject, the posterior fascicles (i.e., the DFN fascicles)
might undergo greater tension during knee extension in
addition to compression at the tunnel ostium. This could
explain both the differential improvement between FL and
TA, and the greater improvement in FL in ►Fig. 5A .
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results were consistent. The surgeon had already performed
> 70 cases prior to this study, so familiarity with the patient
selection protocol and surgical procedure was unlikely to
have affected the results.

Placebo Effects
Because there was no control group in this study, the placebo
effect cannot be ruled out. However, a placebo or Hawthorne
effect84 seems unlikely because the patients were under
sedation during the pre- and post-decompression recordings.
Further, the post recordings were made immediately after
decompression and within 10 to 15 minutes after the pre
recordings.

Visual Analog Scale
The VAS scores were the only subjective patient-reported
data analyzed in this study. The VAS data were collected at 3month follow-up. Although these scores are subjective in
nature, the amount of improvement and level of signiﬁcance
in each of the categories is consistent with the objective EMG
results (►Fig. 6A). The statistically signiﬁcant correlation
between VAS pain scores and EMG improvement suggests
that CFN impingement in these patients not only affects
motor function but also contributes to small-ﬁber hypersensitivity. This in turn suggests that at least some of the
pain in these patients is generated and maintained at the
level of the peripheral nerves as opposed to central levels,
and more importantly, it can be partially reversed, as
Valdivia et al found.36,66,67 Although central mechanisms
of neuropathic pain can be initiated by peripheral lesions,
their sensitization can become independent of peripheral
input in some chronic pain conditions.46,68,69 An array of
molecular and cellular mechanisms have been proposed for
this central sensitization including changes in membrane
voltage-dependent sodium, potassium, and calcium channel
expression,52,54,55,70 phenotypic switching of large Aβ
ﬁbers,71,72 subthreshold membrane potential oscillations,73
activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors,74–76 and microglial-induced release of proinﬂammatory cytokines.66,76–81 Interestingly, Dilley et al showed that
blockage of fast axonal transport of rat sciatic nerve results
in mechanical hypersensitivity but not ongoing activity of
small-ﬁber axons (i.e., neuronal activity consistent with
spontaneous pain or central sensitization).82,83 They proposed that the mechanical hypersensitivity results from
accumulation, membrane insertion, and increased density
of ion channels proximal to the blockage site. Their results
are consistent with ours in that decompression of the CFN
led to a signiﬁcant reduction of pain at follow-up, as opposed
to continued centralized pain.

Effect of Surgeon Experience
Although nerve monitoring with the NIM was new to the
surgeon (J.C.A.) and his surgical team at the beginning of the
study period, the EMG response to decompression did not
change over time (►Fig. 7), suggesting that experience and
familiarity with the NIM was not a factor in the EMG results.
An alternative interpretation is that even with increasing
familiarity and experience with the NIM device, the EMG

Patient Selection
In this study, 82.6% of the treated legs showed improvement.
This is consistent with previously reported success
rates.10–12,16,17,19,24,26,27,67,85 As with any treatment paradigm, the patient selection algorithm is critical for determining which patients will beneﬁt from the procedure. This study
demonstrated that in the study population, axons within the
CFN are latent but still viable prior to surgery. The Tinel sign is
a good indicator because it reﬂects both a dysfunction in and
viability of at least some of the axons at the compression
point, and it has been shown to correlate with good outcome
with this procedure.13,26,35,62 It has rightly been argued that
electrodiagnosis is the gold standard for diagnosing nerve
entrapment and demyelination, and it should play a more
prominent role in patient screening.4,86,87 There has however
been a discrepancy with negative electrodiagnosis results
and improved subjective outcome with this procedure. Wieman and Patel reported no consistent relationship between
localized symptoms and nerve distribution with electrodiagnostic testing, and no signiﬁcant difference between pre and
post nerve conduction study (NCS) results in any patient.26 In
an 11-patient pilot study on ND in patients with diabetic
neuropathy and entrapment of the CFN and tibial nerve,
electrodiagnostic testing was performed immediately before
and after surgery, and again at 3 and 6 months, and the nerves
were also monitored with the Medtronic NIM as in this
study.88 The NCS was performed by a neuromuscular neurologist, board certiﬁed in electrodiagnostic medicine. The
follow-up results showed improvements in NCS even at sites
where no compression was demonstrated (i.e., no reduced
compound motor action potential amplitudes or increased
latencies) preoperatively. These results are consistent with
false-positive and false-negative results of NCS for carpal
tunnel syndrome.89–91 While the mechanisms are unknown,
these results suggest that NCS may not identify some patients
with clinically signiﬁcant nerve compression, and more studies are needed.

Study Limitations
There are several limitations in the present study. First,
because this was a retrospective study, a priori inclusion/
exclusion criteria and end points were not possible. In spite of
this, statistical signiﬁcance was shown for acute EMG responses and patient demographics in a way that provides
Journal of Neurological Surgery—Part A
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insight into the pathophysiology of DSPN and the mechanism
of action of ND.
The results described here represent changes in EMG
activity within the intraoperative monitoring period and do
not necessarily indicate clinical outcome of the patient. Only
the VAS surveys were captured at follow-up. This study
focused on changes in EMG amplitude, but EMG latencies
were not analyzed. The CFN has more sensory than motor
ﬁbers, and we did not study changes in sensory functions.65
The clinical situation did not allow the usual laboratory
procedures of eliciting a stimulus threshold and doubling
stimulus intensity to ensure nerve saturation. In lieu of these
limitations, care was taken to use identical parameters (nerve
stimulus location, current, stimulus pulse width, and pulse
shape) both pre- and post-decompression, in an attempt to
stimulate the same axon populations within the nerve.
The results of this study are consistent with the marked
sensory changes in the previous reports of this procedure,
and suggest several hypotheses on DSPN pathophysiology.
First, this demonstrates that many anterior horn motor
neurons have not undergone complete Wallerian degeneration but are in a state of latent dysfunction from which they
can rapidly recover to a signiﬁcant degree. This is unexpected,
especially in cases where the patient has experienced neuropathic symptoms and signs consistent with compression for
months, years, and even decades. Second, although metabolically induced length-dependent axonopathy is a well-accepted etiology in these patients, it does not explain the rapid
EMG improvements demonstrated here and may be an
independent or concurrent condition.
Third, the objective electrophysiologic evidence of rapid
motor nerve improvement is congruent with the subjective
clinical outcomes of improved sensibility and pain relief
reported previously. Fourth, the return of axoplasmic ﬂow
is an implausible explanation for the rapid functional improvements in this study. Physiologic nerve repair processes
require gene expression, protein synthesis, and transport to
distant action sites that seem improbable given the known
rates of axoplasmic ﬂow of up to 400 mm/day, or < 1.7 cm/
hour.92 By releasing the CFN, its vasa nervorum are also
decompressed, which would intuitively lead to an improvement in the nerve’s microcirculation and is consistent with a
rapid functional improvement. However, this retrospective
clinical study was not designed to investigate this and provides no insight into blood ﬂow or related mechanisms.
Despite its limitations, this study demonstrates that, in some
DSPN cases, a large intraoperative increase in EMG of anterior
and lateral compartment leg muscles can occur immediately
subsequent to CFN decompression by the methods suggested by
Dellon. The results provide objective electrophysiologic evidence
that parallels patients’ subjective reports of rapid postoperative
pain relief and sensory improvement.

nerve entrapment. It is hoped that these results will lead to
the design of class I clinical trials to further evaluate this
surgical approach.
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